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The unprecedented healthcare and economic challenges

diligence and investigates crime is no exception to this,

brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic have seen governments

and it is unlikely that the future of the intelligence and risk

globally resort to drastic measures in a bid to save both lives

management industry will look identical to the past.

and livelihoods. They have thrown hundreds of billions of
dollars at programmes whose initial aim was to support vital

With this in mind, in our report we examine fraud, corruption

healthcare infrastructure, corporations and their employees.

and cybercrime risks through a new lens, one that has been

Now, as thoughts turn to recovery, attention is shifting to fiscal
measures that – if successful – will stimulate investment,
growth and employment. All of this has occurred in less than
six months. Whatever shape the recovery ultimately takes,
it is inevitable that many individuals, companies, public
bodies and government agencies will find themselves in
financial distress, requiring debt restructuring or even facing
bankruptcy.
It is an unfortunate reality that in times of uncertainty and
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going to lead to a spike in fraud, corruption and cybercrime.
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of additional factors to consider.

there are some aspects to this scrutiny that are not “new”
practices is never a bad ambition to have!) there are a couple
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investment target, a partner, a company or the links of its

crises, several questions are likely to arise: How did an

coloured by the shifting public, corporate and regulatory
priorities brought on not only by COVID-19, but with the
advent of impassioned grassroots activism such as 2019’s
climate change demonstrations and the Black Lives Matter
movement. Together, these reflect part of the move from
shareholder to stakeholder-driven capitalism, where private
and public entities are held to account based on their values,
and how well they uphold them.
Through a collection of distinct articles and interviews, our
in–house teams explore these themes and more, alongside
contributions and commentary from the likes of veteran
Private Equity Lawyer and Coach Phil Sanderson; Carl
Bowles, Head of Contentious Insolvency at Alvarez & Marsal;
Joseph Laws, Head of M&A Insurance at AXA XL; seasoned
investigator and S-RM Advisor, Richard Blaksley; Duncan
Hames, Director of Policy at Transparency International;
Blair Glencorse, Founder of Accountability Lab; and Henry
Williams, Head of Investigations at Themis.
Undoubtedly, the world cannot go through events such as
these without taking the time to think about what matters
most to us. Global stakeholders, including governments,
consumers and corporations, have been presented with
an opportunity to refine and redefine their value system.
How the commercial sector approaches due diligence is
intrinsically linked to this shift in values. Corporations have an
important part to play here, by scrutinising our own behaviour
and holding our community to account, in addition to acting
where we find it wanting. It is this ethos which drives our work
here at S-RM, and it is with this principle in mind that we
will continue to support our clients in navigating the fraud,
corruption and cybercrime risks they face in the months and
years to come.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

supply chain behave in a time of crisis? Were they too quick
to take advantage of government schemes? Were they really
in such distress? In whose interest were the decisions made?
Did we, the taxpayers, bail them out? Reputational risk and
the associated court of public opinion is going to matter, and
its judgement, as we learnt in the years following the 2008
financial crisis, will hold significant weight.
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As if these challenges were not enough, the way the world
goes about its daily life has changed dramatically and
businesses are having to adapt. How one conducts due
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WHAT TOMORROW ’S
DEALMAKERS SHOULD BE
THINKING ABOUT TODAY
BY TOBY THOMAS, DIRECTOR, DEAL ADVISORY
& ALICE SHONE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DEAL ADVISORY

Since the start of the COVID-19 crisis, deal volumes have
been suppressed, with general partners focused on shoring
up portfolio companies. What deal-making has occurred
has been concentrated in less affected sectors such as
technology, healthcare and infrastructure. However, private
equity firms are sitting on record levels of dry powder – USD
1.46 trillion according to Preqin — meaning deal-making

HOW ARE OTHER SERVICE PROVIDERS
ADAPTING?

must recover, and soon. S-RM has already witnessed this
in Greater China, where deal activity among our clients has
gained pace since May. While lockdowns are easing across
the world, travel restrictions and social distancing measures

LAW FIRMS

will continue. Consequently, more — and in some cases all
– of the deal-making process will be remote and virtual.

Law firms have adapted to the crisis in various ways –
Fund managers are actively considering which sectors and

for instance, boosting buyer protection in purchase

industries are most attractive in the new environment. A

agreements, and evaluating legal resilience as part

sustained economic downturn – and differences in the

of the due diligence process. In a recent interview

pace of recovery – means that investors will invariably be

with S-RM’s Martin Devenish, former PE lawyer

more exposed to new industries and new geographies.

and coach Phil Sanderson stressed the latter point,

High competition for a limited supply of distressed assets

advising GPs to assess the breadth of a target’s

or opportunities in ‘hot’ sectors will put pressure on deal

supplier base and to avoid 'reliance on a model or

teams, shortening the deal process and potentially leading

way of doing things which may not last – assume

to expedited decision-making. All this at a time when fraud

that a lot will not last in the post-lockdown world'.

and cyber risks are elevated, as businesses come under
pressure to attract investors and secure loans, and criminals
exploit an uncertain environment and vulnerabilities in

INSURERS

remote working.

“HIGH COMPETITION
FOR A LIMITED SUPPLY
OF DISTRESSED ASSETS
OR OPPORTUNITIES IN
‘HOT’ SECTORS WILL
PUT PRESSURE ON DEAL
TEAMS.”
Law firms and insurers have adapted to deal-making in
various ways (see inset). As an intelligence firm, S-RM is
also innovating to reflect investors’ priorities. In this article,
we share lessons from recent engagements to help GPs
and other investors navigate risk in this unique investment
climate. We highlight (a) how investors are structuring
intelligence into the deal-process; (b) the constraints on
intelligence gathering amid the crisis, and (c) the peculiar
cyber, fraud, corruption, and reputational risks at play post-

Insurers are also adapting their approach. Joseph
Laws, head of AXA XL’s M&A insurance division,
which offers Representations and Warranties (R&W)
cover ahead of large-cap private equity investments,
says that his team has focused on adapting aspects
of their offering in the wake of recent events: “For
us, in quoting through COVID-19, there are two
principal ways of handling this new area of risk: an
outright exclusion, or underwriting certain aspects
of COVID-19 risks. Our approach lands somewhere
in the middle.” Laws stresses the importance of
innovation and adaptability in the R&W coverage
– whether it’s coverage with respect to compliance
with regulations for Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP) loans in the US or adapting to an anticipated
increase in distressed asset sales. Laws’ observations
on R&W are broadly consistent with shifts among
UK-based providers of Warranties & Indemnities
insurance.

COVID-19.
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INCORPORATING INTELLIGENCE INTO THE DEAL PROCESS

CHANGES TO INTELLIGENCE GATHERING

As PE firms recalibrate to a changed investment environment,

Through our work with a range of private equity investors

The pandemic has brought changes – both positive and

there is an opportunity to revisit internal processes. While

– from large-cap funds, to mid-market investors, venture

negative – to the intelligence gathering process. Rather than

most firms already have an approach to gathering intelligence

capital funds, Development Finance Institutions, and

travelling on assignments, much of our work has been done

– through reputational due diligence on the target,

legal counsel to all the above - we have witnessed the full

remotely. In many ways, this has led to efficiencies, allowing

background checks on management teams and market entry

spectrum of approaches to intelligence gathering within the

us to reach more people, and we have found sources easier

assessments aimed at assessing regulatory and political risk

deal–making process globally.

to get hold of and more open to speaking with us from their

– it may not be the most effective one. Now may be a good

home settings. Earlier engagement by clients has helped

time for firms to examine their intelligence requirements

us to solve logistical challenges in retrieving documents or

and ensure they are aligned with their requirements as an

arranging site visits and, since the start of the outbreak, we

investor.

have completed source projects in jurisdictions as varied as

RECENT OBSERVED TRENDS IN OUR CLIENTS’ ENGAGEMENT WITH THE INTELLIGENCE
PROCESS INCLUDE:

China, the Philippines, Nigeria, Brazil, Russia and the UK.

There are, however, some limitations to be aware of:
DEMAND FOR MARKET INTELLIGENCE. As investors assess new sectors and geographies, we have seen an increase
in requests for market entry reporting, focusing on regulatory, political and corruption concerns within unfamiliar
jurisdictions – especially when the target is in a regulated industry.
EARLIER ENGAGEMENT. Investors are looking for ways to engage with the intelligence process earlier in the deal
cycle, especially in the absence of in-person meetings with management teams. Running public record backgroundchecks on key members of a target’s management team is relatively low-cost, entirely discreet, and can provide
reassurance before a transaction reaches the exclusivity period.
FORMALISING THE PROCESS. Clients have tended to take very different approaches to intelligence gathering.
Large-cap funds and DFIs typically have a more institutional process mandating when to conduct reputational
due diligence, or what constitutes a “high-risk transaction”. Mid-market funds, especially those playing in “home
markets”, have traditionally taken a more ad hoc approach. Since the onset of the crisis, we’ve seen a shift towards

People can be more circumspect over the phone, making
it difficult to gain reliable intelligence on high-risk
targets during lockdown, especially in jurisdictions where
communications are heavily monitored.
Government operations remain limited in some countries,
leading to delays in retrieving public documents such as
company filings, court records, land titles, etc.
Restrictions on movement have hindered our ability to
make site visits and conduct on-the-ground surveillance
in some countries.

running more regular background checks and reputational due diligence among mid-market clients.
INVOLVEMENT OF DEAL TEAMS. Intelligence works best when it is shaped by the priorities of the deal team. Some
clients have taken advantage of reduced investment activity to engage with deal teams to ensure that due diligence
and market intelligence are meeting their requirements and – while remaining independent – are seen as more of
a tool than a hindrance. For example, we recently helped a client considering an acquisition answer questions about
the owner’s attachment to the target and likely receptiveness to a sale, identifying key advisers that might facilitate
an approach.
CYBER DUE DILIGENCE. With cyber-attacks on the rise since the start of the crisis, there is increasing recognition that
a ‘check box’ approach to assessing cyber security is no longer adequate. Deal teams and general partners are looking

In order to overcome these challenges we have leaned on our
local offices and network of trusted local contacts who have
kept us apprised of the situation on-the-ground, allowing us
to act quickly when lockdowns ease, and who have leveraged
their relationships to help us find workarounds. Having a
strong network, developed through regular engagements,
also means we don’t have to start from scratch. Local contacts
will often have existing knowledge of a target, allowing us to
provide an early heads-up about any immediate concerns.

to minimise their exposure to cyber security risks by conducting detailed cyber due diligence on their targets. Effective
cyber due diligence can shed light on how vulnerable a target is to a cyber attack, what the likely financial impact of a
breach will be, and the cost of remediation – all of which can factor into valuations.
FOCUS ON CULTURE AND ESG. Just as GPs are placing greater focus on targets’ commercial resilience, so too are they
are starting to interrogate the role of culture in creating resilience. Intelligence can help investors assess how a target’s
internal culture allowed them to weather the crisis, and whether they are likely to get through the ensuing challenges.
At the same time, the ‘S’ in ESG is coming to the fore, as people look to their employers to safeguard their livelihoods,
and consumers direct their money to businesses that ‘stepped up’ during the crisis and are taking meaningful action

“THE PANDEMIC HAS BROUGHT CHANGES – BOTH POSITIVE
AND NEGATIVE – TO THE INTELLIGENCE GATHERING
PROCESS.”

to address social injustice. This is an acceleration of a wider trend towards stakeholder capitalism, reflected in the
FCA’s recent guidance on creating purposeful cultures.
8
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ENHANCED CYBER, FRAUD AND REPUTATIONAL RISKS
COVID-19 has brought with it fear, uncertainty and massive

FRAUD AND CORRUPTION. Fraud and corruption invariably

economic damage across the world. This has in turn led to

rise during a recession, and governments and NGOs have

increased fraud, corruption and cyber security risks. It has

warned of corruption in the context of the health emergency

also increased scrutiny of businesses and PE firms, resulting

caused by COVID-19:

in heightened reputational risks.
The pandemic has sent many companies into crisis mode,
CYBER SECURITY. The shift to remote working – and fear and

forcing them to seek outside investment, renegotiate

uncertainty caused by the pandemic – has led to an increase

covenants with lenders or apply for government

in cybercrime globally. GPs and portfolio firms are at risk

bailout money. Companies in this position may well be

of being targeted. In April 2020, a cyber security research

incentivised to misrepresent their financial health and

firm revealed that cyber criminals had successfully targeted

the resilience of their business model to lenders and

three UK private equity firms, tricking senior executives into

investors.

clicking on fraudulent links, and using malware and stolen
credentials to make bank transfers of USD 1.3 million. The

Companies providing essential or emergency services face

attacks pre-dated COVID-19, but it’s not hard to see how the

heightened corruption risks through increased exposure

pandemic has created ideal conditions for cyber criminals.

to government agencies, and fast-tracked procurement
processes. They may also be dealing with stressed supply
chains, having to scramble to find new suppliers and

REPUTATION. COVID-19 is accelerating a wider trend towards

crisis, PE firms need to demonstrate their positive impact on

stakeholder capitalism. PE firms have been thrown into the

society. This will involve protecting employees, outreach to

spotlight, accused of burdening retail brands with debt

suppliers and customers, and working with public authorities

through leveraged buyouts and applying for taxpayer-funded

to support communities and mitigate negative economic

schemes while benefitting from tax efficient structures. The

impacts on consumers. It will also involve assessing the

role of PE firms in supporting portfolio companies to deal

behaviour of targets during the crisis, and whether this is

with the crisis and, in many cases, provide essential services

indicative of wider cultural and integrity issues. The private

to citizens, has not been as well publicised. In a climate where

sector has a clear role to play in the crisis, and PE firms should

businesses are being judged on how they acted during the

be at the forefront.

FRAUD RISKS – DISTRESSED ASSET SALES
In the context of COVID-19, distressed asset sales outside of a formal bankruptcy process are becoming more popular
as they are quicker and cheaper than going through the courts. This also makes them riskier; the buyer has fewer legal
protections and, in the US, the transaction risks being considered a fraudulent transfer and ultimately unwound by
a court. The shortened timeframes present challenges for due diligence, which is more important than ever under

side-lining proper due diligence procedures.

these circumstances. Joseph Laws of AXA XL flags 363 sales in the US as a concern, because such transactions tend

As companies shift more of their operations online,

“continue to run typical diligence processes in these types of deals so that comparable representation and warranty

turning to digital marketing and e-commerce over
traditional sales channels, sales and marketing teams
may be tempted to cut corners or inflate sales figures to
meet targets. In this context, investigating sales and user

to operate under different deal dynamics than typical mergers and acquisition transactions. Laws urges buyers to
coverage can be obtained for these distressed assets and targets”.
Fraud should be a key focus for any investor considering acquiring a distressed asset. Most buyers will conduct legal
and financial due diligence, commission forensic audits, and send industry experts to conduct site visits to value assets.

engagement data will be a key consideration for investors.

Intelligence firms can support this process in several ways. This includes tracing beneficial ownership, helping the buyer

While no industry is immune, sectors such as healthcare,

to defraud the real owner. We can conduct asset tracing to verify a target’s assets and identify any undeclared liens or

technology and financial services – which are having
to adapt rapidly to changed circumstances – may be
particularly at risk. These are exactly the sectors that are

to establish whether the asset is in fact owned by the seller, and that they are not unwittingly participating in a scheme
encumbrances. Finally, through discreet enquiries with sources close to the target, we can help establish whether the
bankruptcy was in fact the result of an economic downturn and/or bad business decisions, or whether it can be traced to
fraudulent practices, such as embezzlement by the management or seller. Speaking to people who know the business

attracting investment.

inside out gives you the best chance of uncovering fraudulent and corrupt practices, such as over-invoicing, kickbacks,

Distressed asset sales also pose unique fraud risks (see

payments to government officials.

and financial misstatements, as well as conflicts of interest, hidden ties between the vendor and management, and

Fraud Risks - Distressed Asset Sales).

“IN A CLIMATE WHERE
BUSINESSES ARE BEING
JUDGED ON HOW THEY
ACTED DURING THE CRISIS,
PRIVATE EQUITY FIRMS
NEED TO DEMONSTRATE
THEIR POSITIVE IMPACT
ON SOCIETY.”
10

These pressures, combined with internal pressures to
dedicate less resource to compliance, lead to heightened risks
for GPs in respect of both investment targets and portfolio
companies. In the US, the Department of Justice has shown
a willingness both to scrutinise applications for bailout funds
and hold PE firms accountable for fraud and corruption at
portfolio companies, where the PE sponsor is judged to have
participated in the fraud. GPs should take heed, especially
those investing in companies that applied for government
loans or who are repurposing portfolio companies to enter
the highly regulated, and high profile, healthcare space.

CLOSING THOUGHTS
Deal-making and intelligence gathering have had to adapt

the culture of target companies, how management teams

both to new constraints and new risks and challenges

responded to the crisis, and how they are set up to respond to

imposed by COVID-19. The pandemic has exposed the

cyber threats. They also need to monitor portfolio companies

interdependence of business and society. At the same

to ensure that they aren’t putting the reputation of their

time, opportunities for bad actors to exploit the changed

sponsor at risk. Early engagement between deal teams,

environment, and incentives for executives and business

compliance, legal counsel and intelligence firms will help

owners to cut corners out of desperation, have increased. In

ensure investors get the information they need and can act

these circumstances, good intelligence is more valuable than

quickly to seize opportunities as investment activity resumes

ever. GPs need insight into regulatory, political and corruption

and picks up pace.

risks as they invest in new sectors. They need insight into
11
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UNLOCKING VALUE
THROUGH CYBER
DUE DILIGENCE: KEY
CONSIDERATIONS FOR
DEAL TEAMS

BY ANDREW SHAUGHNESSY

SENIOR ASSOCIATE, CYBER SECURITY
In recent decades, portfolio companies have driven incredible
value creation for deal teams through the use of technology.

THE VALUE OF CYBER DUE DILIGENCE

Increasingly it can seem anachronistic to even talk about
“technology companies”. From pharmaceuticals through
farming to financial services, every company is looking at
how they can leverage technology to maximise value.
However, in an age of rising cyber threats, “leveraging

IDENTIFY THE CYBER RISKS
IN AN INVESTMENT TARGET

technology” can be roughly paraphrased to “increasing
cyber risk”. There are already high-profile examples of what
can happen when these risks are not addressed. For example,
in their 2016 purchase of Starwood hotels, Marriott did not
identify a 2014 data breach which ultimately cost the firm
hundreds of millions of dollars in fines, fees and reputational

HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY
TO FACTOR
THESE INTO
PRICING &
VALUATION

damage when it was revealed in 2018.
Unsurprisingly, deal teams and general partners everywhere
are looking for ways to minimise these risks in their
transactions. In many cases, they have reached for cyber due
diligence – a critical review of an investment target’s cyber
security practices, culture and resilience – to achieve this.
When done well, cyber due diligence gives a clearer view
of the cyber risks present in a target, the potential costs of

ASSESS THE POTENTIAL COSTS
OF MANAGING THOSE RISKS

managing those risks, and an opportunity to factor those into
pricing and valuation. However, it is not a straightforward
silver bullet. It is an assessment of complex risks which is
often conducted with limited information under critical time
pressure. The wrong approach can leave investors no more
informed about the investment target’s risk profile and cyber
security costs, as well as having wasted vital days in their deal
timeline.

12
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UNLOCKING VALUE THROUGH CYBER DUE DILIGENCE: KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR DEAL TEAMS

“EXTERNAL TECHNICAL ASSESSMENTS, THREAT
INTELLIGENCE, DATA PRIVACY REVIEWS AND PERSONNEL
REVIEWS CAN OFFER VALUABLE INSIGHTS AND BE
ACCOMPLISHED PRE – EXCLUSIVITY.”
Drawing on S-RM’s experience in cyber due diligence, in this
article we discuss several critical aspects of the process and
how to get the most out of it.

INTEGRATE CYBER DUE DILIGENCE INTO
THE DEAL TIMELINE
The degree of cyber due diligence that can be achieved will
largely depend on when it is conducted in the deal timeline.
If it is conducted pre-exclusivity, this can limit the exercise
to assessments done without the involvement of the target
company. If conducted during exclusivity, then you are likely
to have access to a greater depth of information from which
to draw more confident assessments of the state of a target’s
security.
There is, of course, often great value in pre-exclusivity
diligence. External technical assessments, threat intelligence,
data privacy reviews and personnel reviews can all offer
valuable insights and can be accomplished pre-exclusivity.
The exercise also enables any identified issues to be
addressed earlier. For example, it is possible to detect a range
of vulnerabilities in public-facing infrastructure, including
insecure network settings, insecure DNS configurations and
poor endpoint security which indicate deficient cyber security
practices. Similarly, analysing a target’s public privacy policies
and documentation with reference to applicable data privacy
laws can identify any potential compliance shortfalls.
However, it is important to understand the limits of preexclusivity due diligence. It is only post-exclusivity that deal
teams usually gain access to the target company’s people
and systems from which to draw detailed conclusions about
the effectiveness of their security controls, culture and
capability to respond to cyber threats.
On a broader level, cyber due diligence often has to be
accomplished within tight deal timelines which limit the
scope of the information that can be collected. In these
circumstances it is critical that the teams conducting the
cyber due diligence have experience working with deal
teams and can present a realistic proposal which will add
value within tight time constraints.

MATCH EXPERTISE TO THE TARGET IN
QUESTION
Cyber threats are varied and complex, as are target
companies’ systems and the markets they operate in. Due
diligence on a standalone Californian healthcare company
will focus on different risks than an Indian financial services
group undergoing a cloud infrastructure transformation.
Depending on the expertise of their in–house team, investors
may need to bring in cyber due diligence specialists with
experience in the relevant area of cyber security to get the
most value.
Clearly, the more in-house cyber security expertise investors
have, the better; whether to conduct aspects of due diligence
internally or liaise with external partners from a more

This type of exercise will increase the cost and timeframe
of the diligence; however, in certain circumstances, it may
be warranted to provide the necessary clarity on a target’s
security for a deal to proceed.

examples of more technical deal teams (for example those
focussing on enterprise software deals or indeed cyber
security) aiding colleagues with less cyber experience on
specific transactions.

CONSIDER VERIFYING INFORMATION WITH
TESTING OF CONTROLS
Key to most cyber due diligence efforts will be asking the
target company a series of questions about the state of their
cyber security. Whilst this can be a definitive exercise either
way – with respondents demonstrating exemplary best
practice or a heap of red flags – it relies on trusting the word
of the respondent, and in our experience it can still lead to
grey areas where answers are incomplete or unsatisfactory.
In these circumstances, incorporating some cyber security
testing into due diligence can be very useful to verify this
information – particularly in critical areas. For example, in

Even high-quality cyber security due diligence can be
undermined when its output – a report outlining findings

informed position. More teams are increasingly adding
this skillset to bolster their deal-making. We have also seen

REPORTS SHOULD BE CLEAR ABOUT RISKS,
COSTS, AND TIMEFRAMES

DETERMINE RELEVANT METRICS TO
INFORM DECISIONS
Given the complexities associated with assessing cyber
risk, it is important that due diligence provides a deal team
with actionable assessments on which to base investment
decisions. Often the most useful information comes in the
form of risk ratings relative to peers in the target company’s
sector, or measurements of the potential cost of a breach or
of remediating critical vulnerabilities. Investors may also want
to ensure that the target is assessed against a recognised
body of controls like the CIS Top 20 or aligned to a framework
such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology
Cybersecurity Framework.
In this regard, it is vital to establish which metrics are going
to be relevant to decision-making at an early stage, so the
diligence process can be designed to capture the pertinent

and recommendations – is not targeted properly. Achieving
this means translating technical and administrative controls
into cyber risks and projects, which can in turn be easily
digested, and therefore actioned, by deal teams.
This translation is most successful when risks are presented
with an explanation of how they contribute to the overall risk
level of the target, as well as how much cost they would drive
during a potential incident. Furthermore, proposed projects
to address these risks should be presented alongside cost
estimates for completion, the likely timeframe and level of
effort involved, and to what degree the target’s overall risk
can be reduced by completing them. By framing reports in
this fashion, the cyber due diligence findings will fit intuitively
into the deal team’s decision-making and valuation process.
Deal teams will be able to weight risk reduction against
the cost and time for completion, resulting in a prioritised
roadmap based on a coherent methodology.

information.

a recent diligence on a software company whose business
depended on a web application, we conducted a penetration
test on that application which identified several vulnerabilities
that hadn’t been revealed in discussions with their security
team. This didn’t prevent the transaction from proceeding.
On the contrary, it gave the deal team clarity over important
steps to take post-transaction, and we continue to work with

“IT IS IMPORTANT THAT CYBER DUE DILIGENCE PROVIDES A DEAL TEAM
WITH ACTIONABLE ASSESSMENTS ON WHICH TO BASE INVESTMENT
DECISIONS.”

that team and their new portfolio company on a roadmap for
14

improvements.
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SPOTLIGHT: AN
INTERVIEW WITH
PHIL SANDERSON
BY MARTIN DEVENISH MBE, HEAD OF CORPORATE INTELLIGENCE

“GONE ARE THE DAYS WHEN PRIVATE CAPITAL CAN HIDE
BEHIND THE PRIVATE. YOU MUST BE ABLE TO TELL YOUR
STORY CONFIDENTLY.”

TO FOLLOW UP ON YOUR LAST POINT, IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THE SHIFT
TOWARD STAKEHOLDER CAPITALISM WE HAVE ALREADY WITNESSED WILL
GATHER PACE. DO YOU AGREE AND, IF YES, HOW DO YOU THINK THIS WILL BE
REFLECTED IN THE PRIVATE EQUITY WORLD?
PS:

Of course. As one PE GC said to me – ‘Do you think we

can spend pension fund money without a care in the world
Phil was a private equity lawyer for over 25 years, heading the PE team at Travers Smith before moving to Ropes & Gray where
he ended up as Global Co-Chair of PE. He has been diligencing businesses to buy, preparing businesses for sale, talking to the
industry about its challenges and opportunities for the whole of his career. He is now able to reflect on that experience from a
different vantage point having retired from law and set up a new coaching business, Parley Coaching, with a particular focus on
private equity and the development of human capital potential through coaching and the coaching style of leadership, which he
expects to be so important in the years post-lockdown.

for these broader issues?’ Capitalism has had a great run
since 2008 in terms of growth for many in our industry. But
it has also been tough on a more macro level and COVID-19
has emphasised the issues that the purest form of capitalism
can encounter. I have been pleasantly shocked by the
senior level of engagement on this issue. More people care,
genuinely care, about the climate and about the morality

In this interview, S-RM’s Head of Corporate Intelligence, Martin Devenish MBE, asked
Sanderson for his insights on the current diligencing environment, the shift toward
stakeholder capitalism in the PE sector, and the future of vendor due diligence.

and sustainability of supply chains involving child labour or

First, there is a natural but erroneous bias towards

conservatism. Now is not the time to persuade yourself from
action and commercial creativity. It is not the time to allow
lawyers to have a hand on the tiller. You didn’t expect me to
say that? Well I have always believed the lawyer’s role is to
frame an issue, to reassure a client, to be very careful about
intervening on the client’s thesis – actually very much like

legal agreements themselves but do make sure you have
understood the business’s legal resilience – for example by
the breadth of its supplier base, the reliance or otherwise on
a model or way of doing things which may not last – assume
that a lot will not last in the post-lockdown world – is that a
threat or an opportunity?

coaching.

All of the above said – reputation is going to be more and

Secondly, do though ensure that the key legal relationships

capital can hide behind the “private”. You must be able to tell

are understood. Don’t necessarily waste time on the
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more critical and rightly so. Gone are the days when private

But it also increasingly goes to a sense within the industry that
there is more at stake than just the bottom line. But perhaps
more important – many now believe that the sustainable and
proud will be the most successful of the future, where people
want to work, where the best ideas are generated. I think you
would be brave to bet against this trend. It has impact on our
diligencing of businesses. The “softer” issues will become
more important than the pure legal won’t they? Perhaps they
already are.

THE LOCKDOWNS HAVE FORCED A SHIFT IN SOME ASPECTS OF THE DEAL–
MAKING PROCESS FROM ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL.
HOW MUCH OF THIS IS A PERMANENT TREND? AND HOW SERIOUS ARE
THE RISKS IT RAISES FOR INVESTORS WHO RELY ON ZOOM CALLS TO VET
MANAGEMENT TEAMS, AND DRONES TO REPLACE SITE VISITS?

IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, DURING TIMES OF ECONOMIC STRESS HOW DOES THE
FOCUS OF LEGAL AND REPUTATIONAL DILIGENCE CHANGE?
PS:

corruption. Yes – it goes back to the relationship with the LPs.

PS:

I think there will be fantastic practices evolving from

the use of Zoom calls and the like in due diligence. Once
we had to rely on often poor written answers to questions.
Then we got a presentation of issues in a sell side biased
way (vendor due diligence) and perhaps the opportunity to
ask questions of a CEO and CFO at a physical meeting. The
future will see more streamlining of the presentation process

On the risk side there will be greater opportunity to have
more granular meetings with those within the target with
more exposure to the application of the rules, and to look
into their eyes as the questions are asked. There will be no
excuse for refusing to link in anybody, whoever, wherever.
The key one-on-one management meetings will still happen,
no question.

for management through videocon tech and then access to
more valuable Q&A.

your story confidently.
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SO DO YOU FORESEE SOME OF THE MEASURES IMPLEMENTED TO DEAL WITH
THE NEAR TERM REALITY BECOMING THE NORM? DO YOU THINK THE VENDORS
WILL BE AS KEEN TO PROVIDE THE BROADER ACCESS SUCH TECHNOLOGIES
AFFORD?
PS:

I don’t know – this is largely a question of market power

and the last 20 years have seen the power in the hands of
vendors, at least in terms of the way businesses are sold. But
if change is logical and helps a process (there was a time
when even management access was completely restricted,

A vendor and the advisers need to be able to answer the
question – is this going to help me sell this business at the
best price? – with a yes. I predict technologies will be used
and create a better landscape for diligence because this will
help businesses to be sold at the best price.

for example, when all data rooms were exactly that, a physical

DO YOU THINK HOW TARGET COMPANIES HAVE “BEHAVED” DURING THE
COVID-19 CRISIS WILL IMPACT HOW PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTORS ASSESS THE
RISK? DOES THE “COURT OF PUBLIC OPINION” MATTER MUCH TO THE INDUSTRY
IN YOUR VIEW?

We all have friends who have breached lockdown

rules and they have already been forgiven, right? So it
depends upon misbehaviour. If you can’t justify it, and it is

I think this is nonsense. The rules allow it and PE as an

industry is a huge employer in the UK and the partnership
with the industry in these unprecedented times will be vital.

I would say this wouldn’t I, but I passionately believe that

the lockdown and a greater understanding of what we are
missing in terms of maximising the human capital resources
already paid for, will lead to more enlightened practices.
A coaching culture rather than a command and control
culture will become a better model for many businesses as

This will be another part of Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) practices. And will become something
that the smartest create into a selling point to the investor
community. I also think that legal vendor due diligence
(VDD) has begun to see its day. Connected to this, at least
for a period, I would expect better information to flow in
auctions at an earlier point.

“STOP AND ASK: WHAT WILL GET THE MOST VALUE
OUT OF A BUSINESS? IF BUSINESSES NEED NEW
IDEAS, IF GENUINE CREATIVITY IS REQUIRED,
COMMAND AND CONTROL WON’T WASH.”

an illustration of a greater cultural issue in the business, then
value will be lost and that is the “court of public opinion” that
does matter.

SOME PRIVATE EQUITY FIRMS HAVE BEEN CRITICISED FOR THEIR PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES SIGNING UP TO TAXPAYER-FUNDED SCHEMES, WHILE AT THE SAME
TIME BENEFITTING FROM TAX EFFICIENT STRUCTURES. DO YOU THINK THIS WILL
HAVE ANY IMPACT ON DEAL STRUCTURING?
PS:

PS:

businesses adapt and create in the new world.

room of unordered files) then adoption becomes possible.

PS:

OVER YOUR CAREER OF ADVISING MANY OF THE LARGEST PRIVATE EQUITY
FIRMS YOU WILL HAVE SEEN A NUMBER OF TRENDS COME AND GO. AS YOU
SIT HERE TODAY, ARE THERE SOME EARLY STAGE TRENDS YOU HAVE OBSERVED
THAT YOU EXPECT TO GAIN GREATER TRACTION IN THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE?

It is misunderstood by people who throw stones and take
no responsibility for growing businesses and protecting
people’s livelihood.

WHEN YOU TALK OF A COMMAND AND CONTROL CULTURE ARE YOU
REFERRING TO THE INVESTEE OR INVESTOR COMPANY, OR BOTH? THAT IS THE
SECOND TIME YOU HAVE MENTIONED VDD IN A LESS THAN FLATTERING LIGHT.
DO YOU THINK IT HAS A ROLE GOING FORWARD?
On command and control I mean between the PE house

in good time rather than just in time. So I believe in VDD.

and the investee company, although the point applies at

But it has got to be better. Legal VDD is often not worth the

all levels. Again – stop and ask what will get the most value

paper it is written on. This is disappointing. Lawyers should

out of a business? If businesses need new ideas to build in

be in a position to make businesses sell better by thoughtful

changing times, if genuine creativity is required, command

analysis. They don’t though, not enough of the time anyway.

and control won’t wash.

It is an absolute waste of time to get all bidders in an auction
to do all the legal DD themselves, but this is the inevitable

“MANY BELIEVE THAT THE SUSTAINABLE AND
PROUD WILL BE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL OF THE
FUTURE, WHERE PEOPLE WANT TO WORK, WHERE
THE BEST IDEAS ARE GENERATED. “
18

On VDD, this is helpful when it brings order. It is easier to

consequence of the legal VDD reports that I increasingly

sell a business when the key points have been considered

reviewed.

IF YOU COULD GIVE A CLIENT ONE KEY TIP
ABOUT DILIGENCING RISK, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Get into the weeds of an organisation – that means
talking to people who know what is really happening.

19
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The COVID-19 pandemic – and the government-mandated
shutdowns of 2020 – is already seeing economic conditions
deteriorate to levels far worse than the last financial crisis.
Almost overnight, turnover for whole sectors of the economy
fell to zero, while debt and rent payments were still due.
The retail, hospitality, energy and automotive industries are
expected to be the hardest hit. Already, half a million UK
companies are facing insolvency in the first half of 2020.1 In
the US, 722 companies sought bankruptcy protection in May
2020 alone – an increase of 48% from the same period a year
prior.2 Most of these insolvencies will be process-driven and
relatively straightforward. However, in a minority of cases,
insolvency practitioners (IPs) might need to unpick a fraud or
look beyond the numbers on the balance sheet for assets to
recover. In these circumstances, it is critical that the IP fulfils
its obligations to creditors by assembling a team with the
right mix of skills to maximise recovery.

RESTRUCTURING, INSOLVENCIES AND
INTELLIGENCE
In response to the pandemic, the UK government introduced
an urgent insolvency bill which limits the rights of creditors
to enforce debts or object to restructuring plans.3 In most
situations, creditors will in any case want to avoid crystallising
losses on their balance sheets, and will be pressured into
negotiating haircuts on debt. Banks and large landlords are
facing intense media scrutiny around their actions to pursue
debtors, and we expect many firms to go through constructive,
collaborative restructuring processes that attempt to rescue
the business. ‘We are looking at multiple insolvencies across
a much wider economic sector [than post 2008],’ says Richard
Blaksley, an advisor to S-RM who has 30 years of experience
investigating fraud and tracing the proceeds. ‘This will be
boom time for the insolvency profession,’ he notes.

Our team has already been engaged to trace the assets
of companies which have failed to pay invoices or honour
contracts with subcontractors and suppliers, after their

APPLYING
INTELLIGENCE TO
THE RESTRUCTURING
PROCESS

liquidity dried up when their operations screeched to a
sudden halt. These clients were forced to move swiftly as
a raft of creditors began seizing the most attractive assets,
leaving slower movers with a challenging and painstaking
path to repayment. Our investigators are providing crucial

In a restructuring scenario,

information to IPs, creditors and their legal teams working to

intelligence can be useful

recover funds.

for

In this article, we examine the contribution that intelligence

CENTS ON THE DOLLAR:
INSOLVENCY, ASSET
TRACING & RECOVERY
IN AN ECONOMIC
DOWNTURN

creditors

and

other

stakeholders as they develop
a strategy to maximise their

and investigative work brings to the insolvency process and,

own recovery.

in particular, how developments in intelligence industry
techniques can facilitate the recovery of assets after

In a USD 17.5 billion restructuring

insolvency.

in Latin America, S-RM’s local
director was brought on board
by a creditor to investigate the
reputation and likely courses of action that would

“IN SOME CASES THE
SUDDEN DISAPPEARANCE
OF A COMPANY’S REVENUES
WILL EXPOSE EVIDENCE OF
NEGLIGENCE, FRAUD OR
EMBEZZLEMENT”

be taken by regulators, government officials, and a
notorious activist investor who had taken a position
in the company. Relying on the intelligence we
provided to inform its decisions, the creditor was
able to subvert the activist investor’s strategies and
prevented the activist investor from pushing large
losses onto the debt investors. The highly complex
restructuring eventually resulted in an outcome for
creditors which was unusually favourable for that
jurisdiction.

BY MARCUS FISHBURN, HEAD OF DISPUTES & INVESTIGATIONS
& PHILIPPA WILKINSON, ASSOCIATE, DISPUTES & INVESTIGATIONS
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In a small minority of cases the sudden disappearance
of a company’s revenues will expose something more
alarming: evidence of negligence, fraud or embezzlement.
‘The inevitable post-COVID-19 recession will leave many
organisations vividly exposed,’ says Blaksley, adding that
‘stemming internal fraud that had hitherto been a marginal

‘The 2008 crisis was centred around the financial institutions,

THE 2008 LEHMAN
BROTHERS BANKRUPTCY

It was very much a case of understanding not the transactions
– which were so bewilderingly complex that nobody fully

entering formal insolvency measures, to prevent creditors

understood them – but who the counterparties were at the

from seizing them. In such cases, recovery can be enhanced

other end of those transactions or trades. A lot of them were

by carefully planned investigative work, mapping the

very strange looking entities with no apparent rationale to

USD 600 BILLION

exist’.

IN LIABILITIES

CONNECTING THE DOTS

GLOBALLY

In 2019, in the US, there were 60 local and federal enforcement

By the end of 2019, there were already signs that the financial

actions against alleged Ponzi schemes, totalling USD 3.2

cycle was reaching its peak. Equity markets had seen years

billion of investor funds: the highest level of actions since

of exuberant gains, and loan covenants were loosening. But

2009. The 2008 recession saw a wave of Ponzi schemes

some parallels to 2007 were also emerging. The UK saw a
wave of retailers, from Debenhams to Mothercare, going into
administration in 2019. According to the Insolvency Service,
UK personal insolvencies had also risen to levels not seen

collapse as their architects could no longer attract new

140,000

investment and lenders to keep fraudulent investment

CREDITOR CLAIMS

schemes running. The most notorious – and largest – of
these, the Madoff Ponzi scheme, has seen an extremely high

since 2011, in the aftermath of the 2007-8 financial crisis. It

level of asset recovery; out of the total claims of USD 19 billion,

is under these conditions that the world faced a pandemic

USD 14.3 billion has been recovered.5 The trustee, Irving

with unprecedented economic repercussions. Today, as we

Picard, targeted early investors in Madoff’s funds, especially

prepare for the longer-term fallout from COVID-19, a number

those who had withdrawn billions in “profit”, and whom the

of important lessons can be drawn from the aftermath of the

trustee alleged should have been aware of the fraud. Picard

2008 financial crisis.

UNTANGLING COMPLEX STRUCTURES

relied on voidable transactions clauses in US bankruptcy law

USD 123 BILLION

(which can be used to claw back assets and funds transferred
out of a company shortly before it is declared bankrupt)

RECOVERED

filing thousands of lawsuits against net beneficiaries of the

The 2008 recession was partially triggered by the September

scheme, including in offshore jurisdictions such as British

2008 bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers, one of the largest
US investment banks, with more than USD 600 billion of
liabilities globally. It took the trustee more than a decade to
analyse 140,000 creditor claims and recover USD 123 billion,
with unsecured creditors eventually receiving 39.75% of their

UNSECURE

claims.4 The sheer complexity of Lehman Brothers’ global

CREDITORS

operations, which included not only customer accounts and

RECEIVED 39.75%

various classes of debt, but also complex financial products
such as subprime mortgage backed securities, collateralised
debt obligations, and swap and derivatives contracts, created
a huge challenge. PwC, as liquidators of Lehman Brothers,
relied heavily on specialist intelligence firms to navigate
this situation. The most common mandate was to map out

the systemic failure of a narrow, but important, sector of the

related to the unravelling of transactions with counterparties.

have transferred assets out of the company shortly before

LESSONS FROM THE AFTERMATH OF 2008

severity of what occurred, but the problem stemmed from

work that flowed to the insolvency and investigative sectors

There may also be evidence that managers and shareholders

relationship to the debtor.

consequence. This observation does not seek to minimise the

economy,’ says Blaksley. ‘Most of the additional professional

cost could make the difference between survival or failure.’

counterparties to these transactions and understanding their

with other sectors largely suffering collateral damage as a

OF THEIR CLAIMS

In the absence of a contrite and cooperative
fraudster, investigative work is essential.
This was the case with Tradex Ltd, a Dominican
company at the centre of an earlier Ponzi scheme
orchestrated by US preacher Arthur Ferdig until the
company’s insolvency in April 2004. Investigators
led by BVI-based lawyer Martin Kenney spent
years tracing assets and addresses associated
with Ferdig, his family and his associates, who
went into hiding and blocked the investigation
at every turn. The investigation team reviewed
thousands of documents, ultimately untangling

Virgin Islands (BVI) and the Cayman Islands.

a network of companies in the Bahamas, Jamaica,

Unusually, Madoff cooperated with the trustees and

Singapore. Their efforts, which led to the eventual

authorities to identify assets, including those held by
family members. However, in most fraudulent insolvencies,

39.75%

CASE IN POINT: TRADEX LTD

documentation is incomplete or deliberately withheld by
fraudsters, and outside investigations are needed to identify
beneficiaries of voidable transactions and demonstrate their
links to the insolvent company. Directors and shareholders
who transfer assets out of a company may put these in
the name of a family member, or somebody less easily

the US, Antigua, the Cayman Islands, Canada and
recovery of more than USD 10 million, were only
made possible through close cooperation with
Tradex Ltd’s liquidator, PwC. The liquidator used a
broad range of disclosure powers – such as Norwich
Pharmacal and Anton Piller orders – to obtain the
documents along with seal and gag orders to keep
the disclosure secret, before passing them on to the
investigative team.6

identifiable.

relationships between special purpose vehicles in offshore
jurisdictions which had been identified as counterparties in
open positions that needed to be closed.
24
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Selecting potential targets for litigation in aid of asset

However, technology is also helping fraudsters transfer

recovery should also be informed by investigative insights,

funds and incorporate shell companies at the click of a

to avoid wasting the limited funds available for recovery.

button, as well as launder funds through cryptocurrencies.

Asset tracing will underpin the litigation strategy, firstly by

There is an ongoing “arms race” between fraudsters and

identifying major assets in friendly jurisdictions which could

investigators in the use of technology. At S-RM, deploying

be targeted early on. This might fund ongoing efforts to

the above-mentioned tools and techniques is the first step

pursue the more difficult beneficiaries who will use complex

in all of our asset tracing assignments, whether pre-litigation

structures to protect their assets and fight the recovery

or during the enforcement of court judgments or arbitral

process.

awards. Understanding the profile of the debtors and their

TECHNOLOGY SPEEDS UP INVESTIGATIVE
WORK

counterparties is critical – and that work needs to incorporate
social media analysis, network mapping and background
intelligence, often across a wide range of jurisdictions. This
provides a platform for more hands-on investigative work,

Since the mid-2000s, technology and the ever-increasing

such as tracking down and bringing on board potential

pool of data online has transformed the investigative process,

witnesses, or conducting surveillance on a target. All of this

saving time and cutting costs. Investigative teams like the

work ensures that creditors are maximising their cents on the

one looking into Tradex Ltd typically had to take hundreds

dollar, with no assets being “left on the table".

of flights between offshore financial centres to visit records
offices, undertake site visits to addresses of interest, and
laboriously review documents. Although the investigative

NEW HIDING PLACES AND CHANGING
LEGAL TOOLS

process remains the same – searching for patterns, anomalies
and leads – we can now replicate much of this research using

Meanwhile, pressure on offshore jurisdictions from Panama

desktop tools.

to Switzerland has increased the level of public disclosure,
especially in response to court orders. Corporate records

Most countries have digitised and made searchable

have also become more accessible to the general public,

important records – such as corporate filings, property deeds,

as the more well-established secrecy jurisdictions seek to

political donations, and shipping data – although the level

improve their reputations. Much of the pressure on secrecy

of detail varies by jurisdiction. The speed and efficiency of

jurisdictions has stemmed from the huge data leaks in

online public record research represents a major step change

Panama, the Bahamas and other Caribbean financial centres.

and increases the efficiency of any on-the-ground enquiries

This data, although just a snapshot in time, can provide a

which are still required. This change has been tested and

valuable insight into the offshore activities of debtors and

proven in recent months by the intelligence industry’s

fraudsters. However, the locus of offshore secrecy simply

ability to function effectively despite massive restrictions on

shifts to new markets, not least in US states such as South

international travel or in–country movement.

Dakota and Nevada, as the financial services lobby pushes

LOOKING AHEAD
In the wave of insolvencies to come, a key challenge will
be deciding where intelligence expertise can most usefully
be deployed. Keeping costs in proportion underlies most
decisions made by IPs. But if there is even a suspicion of
fraud, not bringing in external intelligence support can often
mean failing to untangle webs of companies, transactions
and assets, and therefore failing to deliver optimum returns
to creditors. By building a true understanding of the people
and entities around the debtor – and their interrelationships
– the IP avoids overlooking potential value.
‘Most creditor-in-possession insolvencies lack the budget
to appoint investigators, other than where there is a strong
sense of fraudulent trading or preference, and a chance
of the relevant transactions being “unwound”,’ concludes
Blaksley. ‘Where the insolvency is driven by fraud – think
Patisserie Valerie – rather than a general business failure,’
he says, ‘then there should be a much greater role for
investigators.’
The IP has a legal duty to maximise recovery, and without an
effort to identify and understand voidable transfers, related
parties and evidence of fraudulent activity, the possibility
of falling short in this duty is ever present. A successful
investigation also relies on building a team with the right
skillset, high levels of cooperation, and a mixture of old and
new approaches. Investigators who can trace assets globally
and map hidden relationships between the protagonists
are as central to successful recovery as forensic accountants
or local counsel.

looser regulations in these jurisdictions.
The development of open source intelligence (OSINT)
analysis as a technique has also improved in leaps and

The UK government is also considering tightening insolvency

bounds. Whether tracking down assets and locations from

legislation. In proposed reforms published in August 2018

imprudent social media posts by a friend or family member,

it suggested extending IPs’ powers to investigate directors

analysing satellite imagery or verifying leaked data, OSINT

and recover assets transferred out of an insolvent company

work is invaluable in bridging the gap between freely available

in value extraction schemes, by which third parties strip

online information and internal company documents.

value from a distressed business. The reforms also envisaged

With a combination of luck and experience in using the

greater accountability for the directors of distressed

dizzying array of OSINT tools available, major advances in an

companies. While Brexit and the pandemic have delayed

investigation can be made. For instance, S-RM was recently

Parliament’s consideration of this proposal, the changes

able to locate the target of an investigation, and a high value

would be welcome additions to the asset recovery toolkit.

residential property, using data from a fitness app posted on
social media by a family member.
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“A SUCCESSFUL
INVESTIGATION RELIES ON
BUILDING A TEAM WITH
THE RIGHT SKILLSET, HIGH
LEVELS OF COOPERATION,
AND A MIXTURE OF OLD
AND NEW APPROACHES.”
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Q: WHICH SECTORS DO YOU THINK WILL

SPOTLIGHT:
CONTENTIOUS
INSOLVENCIES
AMIDST COVID-19 &
THE USE-CASE FOR
INTELLIGENCE
Q&A BETWEEN MARCUS FISHBURN,
S-RM’S HEAD OF DISPUTES &
INVESTIGATIONS, AND CARL BOWLES,
HEAD OF CONTENTIOUS INSOLVENCY AT
ALVAREZ & MARSAL

BE MOST SEVERELY AFFECTED?

reports every two months saying: “these are the material

CB: There are a lot of distressed areas where COVID-19 has

very valuable, as a lot can change.

This has been most visible in the likes of casual dining and

AND INVESTIGATIONS SHOULD BECOME
PART AND PARCEL OF THE INITIAL
PROCESS?

accelerated an existing trend in insolvency and restructuring.
retail, certainly the high street, with people changing their
spending habits and faced with online alternatives. Although
this structural change has been going on for a number of
years, with the zero turnover environment of COVID-19 and
associated government loans, the build-up of debt here has
been significant. So there is going to be a huge need for
restructuring to deal with the lack of demand these sectors
have experienced.

Q: WILL THERE BE ANY SORT OF

years of experience and specialises in offshore,
asset tracing and contentious insolvency situations.
He has worked in numerous offshore and onshore
jurisdictions working on very complex corporate
insolvencies and winding down large structures. In
addition, Mr. Bowles has also taken appointments as
a trustee in bankruptcy in complex cross-border and
asset tracing situations. Mr. Bowles is recognised as
an asset recovery expert in Who’s Who 2020.

INSOLVENCIES?

CB: The last recession was a capital market-driven recession:

Also, if there is internal fraud taking place, now is when it will

it was banking-led and it came out of overexposure to subprime

get exposed. People are looking at future revenue and at their

assets. The current recession arises from the actual supply and

accounting information much more critically. That in itself

demand of the consumer and of business, and it’s happening on

unearths fraud within companies, and identifies significant losses

a global scale. There’s been a build-up of what are often called

which have been covered up. People are also out of the office for

“zombie companies” over the last several years and I think it’s

a long period of time, and furloughed employees could act as

now high time for a number of these to be restructured. In any

whistle-blowers. So we’re expecting a significant increase in the

crisis, particularly one as deep as this, you can’t kick the can down

identification of historic fraud as well.

the road.
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CB:

I think it probably isn’t used enough. Obviously, you've

got to justify every cost that you have in an estate, but it’s
always sensible to consider bringing investigators on board.
Especially with larger cases, you do need to understand the
entire story: what happened, what led up to the insolvency?

CB:

going to be considering litigation, and to do that at an early

There will have to be some kind of forbearance, or the

crystallisation of a loss. It's difficult to predict, but I suspect

unviable for many businesses. This debt will ultimately need
some form of restructuring: it's not just me who needs a
haircut, it's half of English businesses!

Q: UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES

DO YOU CALL UPON INVESTIGATIONS
AND INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT DURING A
CONTENTIOUS INSOLVENCY?

CB:

Firstly, if the books and company records don't

accurately reflect what payments have been made, this needs
looking into. Secondly, we use intelligence to understand
the protagonists’ own wealth. There's an old adage that

Q: HOW WILL THIS RECESSION DIFFER FROM THE LAST? WILL WE SEE MORE CONTENTIOUS

Q: DO YOU THINK THAT INTELLIGENCE

There are protagonists in this story, and to understand how

not to be too forceful. Still, the deferment of debt will be

& Marsal Restructuring in London. He brings 15

assets, these are our top five assets, here's the situation”, is

FORBEARANCE BY CREDITORS DURING THE
DOWNTURN, AND MORE OF A DESIRE TO
RESTRUCTURE DEBTS?

that banks will adopt a similar position to last time by trying

Carl Bowles is a Managing Director with Alvarez

a discrete “these are the assets” report. For example, having

you need to watch out for companies with a large fish-tank
or where the director is driving a Bentley! If you have what
appear to be clean company records, and the director's only
– and limited – income has been from this same company
for 20 years, but he lives in a GBP 15 million house, that’s a
good sign that you need to have a more detailed look into
the company and its finances.
If you have those suspicions, engaging somebody to do
wealth and asset reports can be extremely useful. It can give
you a much better picture of the dynamics at play. It’s also
useful to have ongoing monitoring of assets, rather than just

they've benefited is going to form part of understanding the
reasons for failure, which is an office-holder’s duty. It’s also
extremely important to understand your targets if you're
stage. It would be foolhardy to undertake significant areas
of investigation and incur costs if the target has no material,
obvious assets, insurance or wealth. Understanding that can
actually link into the entire case strategy, and which entities
you pursue in which order, so we try and do that very early on.
It's also important, even at a very early stage, to understand
what assets could be moved, because a lot can happen
between the time you issue proceedings and when you move
from litigation into the enforcement phase; you might want
to consider ex parte protective claims.

Q: ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR CASE

STUDIES FROM YOUR CAREER WHERE
EXTERNAL INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT
AND ASSET TRACING HAS BEEN REALLY
FUNDAMENTAL TO THE RECOVERY?

CB:

Yes, I can think of one example straightaway where

an asset tracer we engaged identified a very significant
asset, worth about GBP 25 million. The asset was going to
be transferred from Russia to the Netherlands and then to
an English company, and it transpired that the bankrupt was
actually the beneficial owner of the English company, but it
wasn’t recorded. None of it was in the debtor’s name, none
of it was obvious – it could easily never have been found. In
the end, we sought an injunction, froze the money and ended
up with 80% of it without going to court. That went into the
estate, and we would not have found any of it without the
asset tracing work.
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WILL COVID-19 INCREASE OR REDUCE PUBLIC SCRUTINY ON
CORRUPTION AND TRANSPARENCY ISSUES?
To what extent have the values underpinning transparency, corporate accountability and good governance been
compromised by the urgency of the crisis? What impact will that compromise likely have on the trust civil society places
on both the private sector and public institutions? We recently brought together a panel of experts to discuss this and other
pertinent questions relating to the integrity concerns likely to emerge in the wake of the pandemic.

CORPORATE INTEGRIT Y
TRENDS & CHALLENGES:
A PANEL DISCUSSION
BY MARTIN DEVENISH MBE, HEAD OF CORPORATE INTELLIGENCE
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6 KEY FOCUS AREAS
01

Erosions to the protections afforded to institutions, the processes they follow,
and compliance with those processes. This includes, for example, assessing
whether there is sufficient funding for inspectors general and other government
accountability institutions to allow them to investigate misconduct.

WHERE SHOULD WE BE LOOKING?
The urgent nature of a crisis inevitably creates blind-spots,
and these generate opportunities for corrupt practices.
Yet, as much of the world faces unchartered territory in

02

Civil society’s ability to challenge power where it is being abused.

03

Curtailment of journalistic freedoms.

responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, what these blindspots are, and where to find them, may not be immediately
apparent. This raises the question: where should we be
looking today to anticipate the integrity and corruption
issues of tomorrow?
According to Hames, before looking ahead we need
to ensure we achieve adequate levels of transparency
today. Doing so will help us establish a ‘forward-looking
accountability tool’, he says. ‘Making sure we have good
transparency about transactions that are conducted now
will enable accountability later. In the context of a crisis,
it’s very important that we should defend and strengthen
existing accountability mechanisms because during the
crisis there’s little opportunity to develop and mobilise
new ones.’

The healthcare sector is set to be a particular area of concern.
According to Glencorse, ‘systemic corruption’ has permeated
global healthcare systems since before the outbreak, an
issue which is likely to ‘undermine the ability of countries to
respond to the crisis’.
Within the context of COVID-19, Hames identifies ‘open
procurement’ healthcare programmes and ‘clinical-trial
transparency’ as two key issues to watch. ‘Without good
quality control and transparency over those processes,’ he

04

Contracting and procurement practices, specifically transparency around the

05

Tracking promises, i.e. are governments following through with their stated

06

Citizen engagement, be it through virtual town-halls or other technology, to

disbursement and deployment of funds and beneficial ownership.

says, ‘huge funds could be misspent’.

Glencorse concurs, pointing out that corruption is in fact
a part of, not just a consequence of, the current crisis. He
recounts how systematic corruption contributed to the
virus’s spread to his current base of operations, Pakistan:
‘The spread of the coronavirus in Pakistan came from Iran,
because some pilgrims who were at a camp on the border
with Iran bribed the border guards to get in, and then
spread out across the country, spreading the coronavirus
with them’.
Both Hames and Glencorse list a number of focus
areas which they will be watching over the course of the
pandemic, and beyond, in terms of their respective anti-

“OPEN PROCUREMENT
HEALTHCARE PROGRAMMES
AND CLINICAL-TRIAL
TRANSPARENCY ARE TWO
ISSUES TO WATCH.”

objectives and is there sufficient oversight of the steps they take to achieve
them?

ensure populations have access to the information they need to hold their
governments, and any economic stimulus beneficiaries, to account.

corruption efforts (see 6 Key Focus Areas).
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IN THE HEADLINES

“MISINFORMATION HAS LED TO WIDESPREAD CONFUSION,
SUSPICION AND CURTAILED EFFORTS TOWARDS A MORE
COORDINATED RESPONSE TO THE PANDEMIC.”

The media and the free press continue to play a key role
holding corrupt individuals to account globally.
‘As a journalist,’ Williams says, ‘you’re always taught to make
the story people-centric.’ He notes that with COVID-19,
corruption is having a visible impact on people, which is

ON GOVERNANCE AND TRUST
The COVID-19 pandemic has certainly seen the re-emergence
of the nation state as a singular power, superseding powerful
global business networks. Around the world, states of

likely to resonate strongly with members of society: ‘I think
with the pandemic, you’ll be able to see corruption really
Drawing on his past experience working in Liberia during

affecting people, particularly if it’s denying funds to health

the Ebola outbreak, for example, Glencorse recalls how

services’.

the awarding of contracts to government cronies was
commonplace. ‘There were lots of shortages of equipment

He identifies the upcoming US elections as another likely

that could and should have been there,’ he says, ‘but they

flashpoint for close media scrutiny of corrupt practices:

weren’t because they went missing. Meanwhile some public

‘I think Joe Biden is going to use corruption and COVID-19

hospitals would have absolutely nothing, whereas private

supply chains as an attack vector against Donald Trump.

being raised about who is overseeing the overseer.

health clinics had more than enough’.

You’re already seeing this in his campaign when he talks

For example, in the UK parliament was held virtually for the

A history of poor governance in Liberia has resulted in deep

companies receiving contracts, and we’ve seen Trump’s

levels of mistrust among the population, a mistrust which

cronies receiving lots of money from the payment protection

makes the response to an outbreak all the more difficult.

programme. So that's one particular instance where I think

Glencorse remembers how, during the Ebola outbreak,

this conversation is going to move beyond the theoretical

Liberia’s citizens simply did not believe government

and almost academic, and right into the media spotlight.’

emergency have been declared and unprecedented steps
taken to quell the spread of the virus, including almost
complete shutdowns of economic activity and travel in many
cases. It is therefore unsurprising that serious questions are

first time in its 700 year history, and has since reconvened in a
slimmed-down and socially-distanced fashion. Yet operating
in this way will likely impact the public’s ability to fully
scrutinise government action. Under these conditions, says
Hames, ‘although the parliamentary select committees are
able to get on with a lot of their work, this may not necessarily
be done as publicly as before’. He further notes that passing
legislation will be very difficult under this environment:
‘We understand from government officials that we shouldn't
expect any legislation other than that which is directly related
to COVID-19 during the course of this calendar year’.
He also points to the calculations that go into when, where
and how politicians are making critical announcements
regarding the pandemic. ‘There’s a long history of previous
administrations, of different colours, not making critical
announcements in the House of Commons and finding
other platforms to do so,’ he says. In the House of Commons,
speakers have to ‘share a platform with their critics’ making
it far more difficult to control the message. COVID-19 offers
political leaders a reason to avoid that level of debate. Still,
Hames believes that in the UK, with its ‘established, healthy
and robust public discourse’, there will be ample avenues
for challenging misconduct and governance failures. This is
unlikely to be the case, however, in a number of emerging
economies with a far weaker tradition of oversight and public
scrutiny.
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about cronyism. Trump has got strong ties to pharmaceutical

communications regarding the disease. ‘They had never
really seen a government that had served its citizens,’ he

Commenting from New York, Stone agrees. ‘It’s fair to say

says, ‘so when the government said “don't touch each other,

there is quite a bit of scrutiny being placed on the money

there's this thing called Ebola” everyone thought that they

that's being awarded and where it's going,’ she says. ‘The US

were making that up to steal money from the international

media, on both sides, both liberal and conservative coverage,

community.’

are putting a great deal of pressure on companies and the
government to be really transparent about who is receiving

He witnessed a similar phenomenon while working in Nepal

funds and contracts’.

following the earthquake in 2015: ‘The government was
sending out communications about what should happen

Nevertheless, she notes that the sheer volume of information

and how people could apply for support, but people didn't

at hand inhibits the depth of media scrutiny on these matters.

trust them.’

This includes, for example, thousands upon thousands of
‘COVID-19 related contracts’ that have already been awarded,

The result is a vicious cycle, in which repeated gross failures of

only months into the pandemic. ‘There’s a lot of great work

governance lead to levels of disillusionment so high that the

that has been done by journalists already on some of the

affected population responds with incredulity to legitimate

largest contracts,’ she observes, ‘but I think there is still a lot

offers of support. Indeed, even in developed economies,

that we don’t know, and a lot that is going to come out later

the proliferation of misinformation has led to widespread

with a bit of time and the benefit of hindsight’. Indeed, even

confusion, suspicion and, in some cases, curtailed efforts

if journalists and investigators are unable to wade through

towards a more coordinated response to the pandemic. It

the reams of information documenting the awarding of

also sows mistrust in the media and, with it, their efforts to

contracts and other procurement practices, Stone believes

uncover instances of corruption.

that as long as that information is being scrupulously
collected in the first place, scrutiny and prosecutions will be
able to follow ‘after the fact’.
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Beyond the attention placed on the elections, Williams

Desperate times call for desperate measures, and with

considers the media response to uncovering corrupt

governments vying for foreign investment to boost their

practices amid the pandemic to be ‘positive’. ‘We’ve already

ailing economies, will they be scrutinising these funds with

seen that, even in places where it’s very dangerous to be a

as much rigour as they would do under favourable economic

journalist’, he says, ‘there has been some very good reporting

conditions? ‘You're going to have people pushing for more

on government cronies receiving contracts because of

money to come into the country, in whatever shape that can

coronavirus’.

take,’ says Williams, ‘and I think, especially in a global crisis,
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that's going to be a huge problem.’
As a case in point, the Organized Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project, has covered stories ranging from the

Businesses, too, will likely be prone to greater risk-taking in

procurement of poor-quality protective gear from an

this regard. ‘At the end of the day,’ says Hames, ‘if a business

organised crime affiliate in Romania to investigations in

faces going to the wall, it’s going to take risks. It’s going to

Colombia regarding ‘contract irregularities linked to’ the

find it very difficult to turn away business, which perhaps, with

country’s COVID-19 response involving government officials.

a cool head, in other times – and recognising the importance

SPEED VERSUS SCRUTINY: CRITICAL TRADEOFFS IN AN ECONOMIC RECESSION

of crime, law and order, and also its own reputation – it would
have declined.’

Preventing and identifying instances of financial crime and
misconduct is particularly challenging during economic
recessions. During such periods, the incentive to closely
scrutinise the source or destination of funds is significantly
diminished in favour of facilitating a rapid economic
response.
According to Stone, the public is aware of the government’s
need to strike a balance between ‘acting quickly and

“AT THE END OF THE DAY, IF
A BUSINESS FACES GOING
TO THE WALL, IT’S GOING TO
TAKE RISKS.”

proceeding carefully’, because – in the midst of a pandemic
– the impact of acting too slowly could be fatal. ‘If the
government is getting bogged down in gathering excessive
documentation and processing loads of checks,’ she says,
‘then the emergency aid and the medical supplies are not
going to get where they need to go.’
With the mounting economic consequences of the pandemic
being felt among swathes of the population, it is likely that
there will be a broad-based acceptance of prioritising speed
over scrutiny, not just in terms of procuring emergency
supplies, but also to revitalise the economy.
‘I think that a lot of regulations are going to be almost set
aside’, says Williams, ‘certainly, for instance, in financial
services, while businesses try and get back on their feet.’
Hames agrees. ‘This will be a much riskier environment for
tackling financial crime. There'll be the inevitable pressure
to cut red tape, to make life easier for businesses under
pressure.’ He summarises the trade-off as follows: ‘How does
an economy which is desperate for inward investment in
order to lift itself out of an economic depression safeguard
against dirty money?’
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Likewise, in developing countries, where already vulnerable
populations have been plunged into financial insecurity due
to economic shutdowns, the pressure to get business back
up and running will be vast, as will opportunities for financial
crime. ‘We're going to see a lot of companies cutting corners,’
says, Glencorse, ‘and making decisions that they wouldn't
have otherwise made in order to stay alive.’ Pressure will also
mount on governments to loosen regulations, open up their
economies and deploy significant funds to support critical
businesses. All this will ‘increase the government’s role in
company ownership and the development of state-owned
enterprises (SOEs),’ he notes, bringing with it ‘all sorts of
issues around accountability and corruption with SOEs and
political influence.’

WHO WILL TAKE THE LEAD ON POLICY AND ENFORCEMENT?
The numbers are already painting a concerning picture.

In the UK, Hames is keeping an eye on the Corporate

Both illicit financial flows and ‘the amount of money being

Governance and Insolvency Bill which, while it may not

laundered’ are increasing, Glencorse observes. So how will

focus on financial crime per se, is likely to prompt calls to

regulatory authorities respond?

implement the results of the government’s consultation on
registry reform for Company’s House.

‘On the regulatory policy side,’ Stone says, ‘in the US there
are special provisions that are being set up specifically for

On the enforcement side, Stone observes that ‘the US

oversight of funds being awarded under the CARES Act, which

Department of Justice is prioritising the prosecution of

is the US’s main coronavirus relief package.’ The CARES Act

COVID-19 related fraud cases at the moment.’ She therefore

establishes a special inspector general for pandemic recovery

anticipates a short term ramp up in such cases in the US,

that can conduct its own investigations and refer matters

which also means that other types of prosecutions may get

to the Department of Justice. Work is also being done by a

delayed.

group of anti-corruption NGOs who are backing a number
of bills for inclusion in future COVID-19 response packages,

Travel restrictions will also likely have a delaying impact on

notes Glencorse. Amongst these are the Countering Russian

enforcement, including prosecutions of Foreign Corrupt

and Other Overseas Kleptocracy Act (CROOK), as well as the

Practices Act (FCPA) violations. ‘The current restrictions on

Foreign Extortion Prevention Act, The Kleptocrats Exposure

global and domestic travel mean that industry investigators

Act and the Justice for the Victims of Kleptocracy Act.

can't hop on a plane to conduct interviews and gather
evidence,’ says Stone. This will likely lead to fewer FCPA
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cases brought over the next year, and possibly see the US
Department of Justice declining to take on lower priority cases
because of limitations on their bandwidth.’
The US’s role as a global leader in terms of anti-corruption
drives is also under threat given the recent politicisation
of anti-corruption investigations. Although the US boasts
‘extremely powerful and fairly independent law enforcement
bodies’, Stone notes that anti-corruption investigations ‘don’t
seem to be a priority for the current US administration, and
President Trump has in fact heavily criticised the FCPA.’ She
points to the US’s withdrawal from the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative (EITI), which is a global standard for
accountability and transparency in the oil, gas and minerals
sector, as an example. This amongst other actions by the Trump
administration, she argues, has seen the US’s credibility as a
leader in anti-corruption efforts decline.
And in its stead? Hames does not see the EU stepping in ,
although there has been some notable progress in its anticorruption efforts. ‘On money laundering,’ he observes,
‘there’s been some renewed vigour in the EU, and that’s
having a knock-on implication in terms of global standards in
other financial centres’. As an example, he points to the stated
intent by the Isle of Man, Jersey and Guernsey in 2019 to align
with the EU’s Fifth Anti Money Laundering Directive – which
will see them move towards a public register of beneficial
ownership for companies – ‘even though they’re not legally
required to do so’. The Cayman Islands subsequently followed
suit.
Although the gap left by the US in this regard will be too big
to fill by the likes of the EU, there are a number of bright spots.
For example, Stone notes that the US Congress has been
presented with two separate bills, The Corporate Transparency
Act and the ILLICIT Cash Act, focused on improving corporate
disclosure requirements for companies that are based in the
US. Hames also sees the FCPA’s historically business-friendly
positioning as a positive:
‘The FCPA protects businesses from having to pay bribes
oversees. And there's definitely a pro-business narrative
around policy and enforcement in this area, which isn't being
delivered by the fiscal leadership at the moment. It is worth
remembering that the global leadership from the US on anticorruption was itself an effort to create a level playing field
for US businesses. So there is a fundamental incentive for the
likes of the UK and US to project global standards on anti-

LOOKING BACK, AND LOOKING FORWARD
One way or another, the current crisis will subside. When

says, ‘and disclose some information about their beneficial

it does, authorities will be faced with the task of balancing

ownership alongside other aspects of their business.’

present-day caseloads with an imperative to look back and

Although banks are not checking these applications as

scrutinise past action which may have been overlooked in the

vigorously as they might otherwise do, in an effort to expedite

height of the pandemic.

them, all these declarations are prosecutable under the False
Claims Act in the US:

‘This brings us back to the “too big to fail” debate around
deferred prosecution agreements (DPAs)’, says Hames. With

‘Any company that has made a false declaration has opened

DPAs, prosecutions of a violation are deferred as part of a

themselves up to prosecution at a later date. So there has

negotiated agreement in which the defendant is required

been a lot of encouragement by some law firms, for example,

to meet certain obligations. Hames expects that these will

who are advising companies going through this process,

become more common in the current environment. ‘That’s

to really consider the information that they are putting

not necessarily a problem,’ he points out, ‘as long as the

down carefully, and making them aware of false disclosure

criteria for earning a DPA is held to, in that it is a result of self-

concerns.’

reporting’. In the midst of a crisis and economic recession,
he anticipates relative public sympathy for efforts to avoid

Holding companies to account, however, will not only be

‘bringing down companies that have had the good sense

a retrospective exercise once we emerge from the crisis.

of finding corruption within their organisation and self-

According to Hames, governments are likely to seek some

reporting it to law enforcement.’

‘reciprocity’ from the business community in future, given
the unprecedent levels of support they were given during

Williams adds that the IMF has begun introducing post-loan

the pandemic. This could take the form of asking businesses

audits in several of the countries it is funding. He expects

to re-evaluate their ‘social purpose in terms of their broader

post-loan audits to become more commonplace in general.

contribution to society’.

‘European countries especially have dropped normal
procurement guidelines, as speed is of the essence now,’ he

Stone also sees the potential for longer-term reform and

says, ‘so I think you’ll have similar post-loan audits taking

improvement: ‘I think the pandemic is really pushing

place there as well.’

transparency and accountability to the forefront of public
discourse in a way that hasn’t happened very much in recent

In the US, Stone believes that investigations into fraudulent

years. That creates a real opportunity for the creation of

support package applications will likely form part of the crisis

more oversight bodies and for strengthening interest from

retrospective. ‘Company applicants to the payroll protection

the public so that they can feel engaged and involved in the

programme have to make certain certifications about the fact

enforcement of transparency and oversight initiatives in their

that they have been put into distress by the pandemic,’ she

own countries.’

corruption internationally’.
40
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THE BUSINESS IMPACT
OF GOVERNMENT
CORRUPTION: POLITICAL &
ECONOMIC DRIVERS
BY CVETE KONESKA
HEAD OF POLITICAL & SECURITY RISK ANALYSIS

THE THREAT OF CORRUPTION

“LOOKING AHEAD,
BUSINESSES WILL NEED TO
BE INCREASINGLY VIGILANT
ABOUT THE THREAT FROM
GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION
AND THE MEASURES THEY TAKE
TO REDUCE IT.”

The COVID-19 pandemic has triggered substantial changes

prevalent. There is evidence that public perceptions of

to how businesses and societies operate. Although primarily

corruption increase during difficult economic times1,

a global health crisis, COVID-19 has also affected the political,

suggesting that at least in some cases political and state

economic and business environments. In response to the

actors tend to resort to corrupt practices during economic

pandemic, governments have imposed containment and

crises. Indeed, when economic opportunities are scarce, the

lockdown measures on societies and economies. As a result,

government’s role as supporter of businesses means that

many businesses, and even entire sectors, were brought

some officials will be tempted to abuse their position for

to a standstill. The economic impact of the pandemic will

personal gain. This implies that, looking ahead, businesses

be felt over many months and businesses planning their

will need to be increasingly vigilant about the threat from

recovery will need to carefully analyse the new threats and

corruption and the measures they take to reduce it.

opportunities in the post-pandemic economy.
To examine the underlying factors shaping the evolving
A key threat to consider is that of government corruption.

corruption landscape, we look at the two key risk drivers –

During periods of economic difficulty, corruption becomes

political developments and the economic implications of the

much more prominent in policy discussions and public

COVID-19 pandemic.

debates, even if corrupt practices have not become more
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“RECLAIMING THE RIGHTS TO HOLD THOSE IN POWER
ACCOUNTABLE WILL BE A DIFFICULT CHALLENGE AMID
GROWING AUTHORITARIANISM.”

Dealing with a pandemic is an unusual challenge for most
governments. While they regularly tackle various crises –
economic recessions, natural disasters or armed conflicts
– COVID-19 has posed a completely new challenge to
many. Handling the pandemic under the close watch
of a nervous population requires a delicate balance
between demonstrating competence and resoluteness,
and signalling willingness to learn, listen and embrace
leading to the loss of public trust and political capital.

COUNTRIES MOST LIKELY TO BE AFFECTED
BY POLITICAL OVERREACH:

In the quest to boost political legitimacy – a critical factor

In Brazil, even before COVID-19, President Jair Bolsonaro

that will shape governments’ re-election prospects and

was criticised for his pro-authoritarian rule. However, over

continued public support – some will be likely to trade off

the past few months his administration has come under

cautious approaches to governance in favour of creating

increasing criticism driven by its handling of the health

the perception of effectiveness and decisiveness. This

emergency and allegations of political corruption at the

could lead to diluting government anti-corruption drives in

highest levels. In May 2020, the country’s highest instance

favour of encouraging economic recovery. As governments

court ordered the release of a video showing Bolsonaro

seek to re-start growth after several months of suppressed

discussing his attempts to replace an official in the

economic activity, they will be unlikely to prioritise fighting

federal police forces, allegedly to stop investigations into

political or opportunistic corruption. Indeed, some would

corrupt practices by members of his own family.2 Beyond

be keen to dismiss criticisms and calls to investigate

the corruption allegations, the interference into police

corruption allegations as a secondary priority to ensuring

investigations highlights the weakening resolve of the

the economy rebounds swiftly.

Brazilian executive to uphold principles of accountability

uncertainty. Getting this balance wrong could be costly,

and transparency.
Moreover, in times of crisis political elites are often
expected to unite. The opposition can be under pressure

Hungary’s gradually weakening rule of law and democracy

not to be seen to undermine government efforts to tackle

suffered an additional blow in March 2020, when Prime

an unprecedented crisis. In such circumstances the anti-

Minister Viktor Orbán introduced a state of emergency due

corruption message can be easily lost or watered down,

to the COVID-19 pandemic. The state of emergency allows

reducing the deterrent on government officials to behave

Orbán to rule ‘by decree’, fully side-stepping parliament (in

ethically. This threat is likely to be amplified in countries

which his party already controls a safe majority).3 In addition,

where the government is more prone to an authoritarian

Orbán passed amendments to the criminal code to allow

style of governance. During emergencies governments

for prison sentences for those deemed to be spreading

can assume extraordinary powers that exceed their

disinformation about the government’s handling of the

constitutional remit, and some can be reluctant to give up

pandemic. This gives Orbán an additional tool to silence

such powers after the end of an emergency. Reclaiming the

critics and those questioning various government contracts

rights to hold those in power accountable will be a difficult

and procurements during the pandemic.

challenge amid growing authoritarianism, allowing such
practices to continue without investigation and prosecution.

Egypt’s president Abdel Fattah al-Sisi has also used the
crisis to increase his power and that of the military. In early

While weaker and less consolidated democracies are

May 2020, citing the COVID-19 outbreak, al-Sisi amended

generally more vulnerable to corruption, they are not

the controversial Emergency Law to further reduce

exclusively so. Across the globe there are many countries

freedoms of assembly, protest and free speech.4

where COVID-19 has triggered changes to political
competition that could see a lasting increase in corruption.
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THE BUSINESS IMPACT OF GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION: POLITICAL & ECONOMIC DRIVERS

In many parts of the world, when the lockdowns and

Among the worst affected sectors (and which needed

restrictions are lifted businesses could face a different

most support):

threat environment. Even commercial operators with a longestablished presence in foreign markets may face growing
threat from corruption and poor governance. In addition

example. Opportunistic corruption among local officials will

difficulties in view of plummeting energy demand once

uncertainty and policy unpredictability, as well as increasing

all non–essential business operations were halted. As

risk from state control of the economy, as a result of different

a sector traditionally facing elevated corruption and

government approaches to recovery, ranging from "green"

integrity threats, due to challenges of doing business in

to "state-led". Moreover, public attitudes toward businesses,

resource-rich economies, oil and gas operators are likely

especially large and foreign companies, may change

to see an increased threat from corruption when dealing

and deteriorate, posing direct security threats to foreign

with government officials as well as local partners and

businesses and fuelling a vicious cycle of electoral victories
of populist, anti-business parties and further adverse policy
and regulatory changes.

ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN

some

governments

will

consider

withdrawing

despite many governments’ promises to focus on ‘green
growth’ after the COVID-19 pandemic.

between 11.5% in the UK and 6.6% in the US, achieving a

On the other end of the spectrum are those industries

quick recovery will clearly be a top priority.5 However, in the

which benefitted most during the pandemic and which

race to economic recovery, there are several factors that can

may have been unprepared for such major expansion to

exacerbate corruption.

their operations.

First, in many cases, the economic stimulus packages that

THE TECHNOLOGY SECTOR

most governments have rolled out to ameliorate the impact
of the lockdowns were implemented hastily. Not many

Tech companies are among those who saw the highest

measures were taken to ensure that eligibility rules for

growth over the past few months. As major parts of the

support were applied consistently and transparently. For

economy moved to remote work, the demand for remote

example, in the US the opposition Democrats have been

work software and developing contract tracing apps

accusing President Trump’s administration of corruption
6

meant that some tech firms secured large contracts from

Similar

government or private sector organisations in very short

allegations are likely to surface in many other economies,

timeframes. Whether ethical and integrity standards in

especially those historically more prone to corruption, driving

all tech companies – which are often criticised for their

an elevated threat of corruption in the coming months and

lack of transparency and conflicts of interest7 – are up to

skewing business competition in favour of those with closer

highest industry standards remains contested. However,

links to government.

of human rights, child labour and human trafficking may
also become more common in difficult economic times,
increasing the complexity of business operations across
sectors and challenging efforts to maintain ethical supply
chains.

Understanding how the threat from government corruption

green certificates is likely to become more challenging,

5% in 2020, and national economies contracting anywhere

of threats to ethical business operations, such as violations

Renewable energy producers will face similar challenges,

of growing gaps in public finance. Securing licences and

emergency. With global GDP forecast to contract by around

through small bribes and facilitation payments. Other types

CONCLUSION

generous support packages for green energy as a result

government concern after addressing the public health

rise, as many will seek opportunities to replace lost income

suppliers.

as

Restarting the economy is undoubtedly the next key

is evolving as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic is crucial
to reducing exposure and limiting adverse consequences.
Even in familiar markets, the post-pandemic recovery will
be slow and new rules and regulations mean that markets
will operate differently in its aftermath. For businesses, early
steps taken to prepare and adapt to the new corruption
environment will save time, resources and efforts in the
long-term, and provide organisations with an advantage
in the current challenging economic climate, ensuring an
ethical recovery.

“EARLY STEPS TAKEN TO
PREPARE AND ADAPT TO
THE NEW CORRUPTION
ENVIRONMENT WILL SAVE
TIME, RESOURCES AND
EFFORTS IN THE LONGTERM.”

rapid growth during times of crises increases the chances

Second, once the stimulus packages are terminated,

Not all sectors will be equally exposed to this increased

attracting investment will be critical to supporting economic

threat, nor will corruption manifest in identical ways across

growth. Relaxing investment screening criteria, which is a

different sectors and industries. Those worst affected by

likely by-product of the need to boost the inflow of foreign

the lockdowns – and in need of government assistance –

investments, will likely increase the threats of corruption and

are likely to face a substantial corruption threat. But even

money laundering.

those companies who have done particularly well during the
pandemic will not be immune to such challenges.
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This includes low-level corruption in the public sector, for

Oil and gas companies in particular faced serious

to growing corruption, businesses could witness regulatory

in allocating stimulus resources to businesses.

of the pandemic spreads, other risks will increase too.

THE ENERGY SECTOR

uncertainty and a pressing need to address the increased

Beyond high-level corruption, as the economic impact

of opaque decision making.
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